
1C-1 

Committee: Global Security 1C 
Subject: Border Security 

Proposed by: Cuba 
 1 

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 2 

Observing the thousands of illegal immigrants flooding into countries, 3 

Approving of the walls being built to keep out the tide of immigrants, 4 

Deeply disturbed by the number of people fleeing from Cuba to the US, 5 

Expecting the U.S. to step in and ban all fleeing citizens of Cuba, 6 

1. Requests that a wall be built to prevent people to leave Cuba; 7 

2. Emphasizing the U.S. to do the same; 8 

3. Encourages more watchtowers to be built in common exit points on border 9 

lines; 10 

4. Further requests to find a solution to border security: 11 

a) recommends a group to be formed to ensure border security for the 12 

world, 13 

b) we want to solve this problem over the next few decades, 14 

c) The countries who disagree will still be respected; 15 

5. Solemnly affirms that the final way to solve will be very effective.16 



1C-2 

Committee: Global Security 1C 
Subject: Law of Sea 

Proposed: Kingdom of Cambodia 
 

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1 

Aware of the confliction of exclusive economic zone throughout the world, 2 

Noticing the fighting for sea resources has become one of the main issues, 3 

Fully believing that countries which beside the ocean should be responsible for 4 

their actions, 5 

1. Encourages the countries in the United Nation to be more aware on the 6 

problems of exclusive economic zone; 7 

2. Asks the United Nation to view the recent law for sea and do some 8 

constructive correction; 9 

3. Request the United Nation to send more teams to observe different 10 

confliction of countries; 11 

4. Alternate the recent law for countries to gain sea resources base on the 12 

exclusive economic zone; 13 

5. Urges the United Nation to be more active on mediate the quarrel between 14 

neighbor countries about the law of sea. 15 



1C-3 

Committee: Global Security 1C 
Subject: Terrorism 

Proposed by: Cuba 
 

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1 

Recognizing that terrorism is a huge problem throughout the world,  2 

Keeping in mind the thousands of  civilian deaths a year, 3 

Observing this crisis, Cuba has been sending troops to fight terrorism in the 4 

Islamic States, 5 

Noting with deep concern that the U.S. has been disturbing our livelihood, 6 

1. Further requests that countries come together to fight terrorism by common 7 

strategy; 8 

2. Encourages sending troops to combat in terrorized states; 9 

3. Encourages to isolate the terrorist leaders from the terror group; 10 

4. Calls for all countries to participate in this war against terrorism; 11 

5. Urges to create an alliance to combat terrorism together; 12 

6. Expresses its hope to abolish terrorism; 13 

7. Proclaiming that nothing will be done to countries who do not follow the 14 

resolution; 15 

8. Solemnly affirms that Cuba will do everything they can to contribute to the 16 

problem and stop terrorism. 17 



1C-4 

Committee: Global Security 1C 
Subject: Illicit Arms Trade 

Nation: France 
 

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1 

Recognizing the danger of the Illicit Arms Trade, 2 

Seeking better restrictions on guns and heavier penalties on those who distribute 3 

illegal weapons, 4 

Fully aware that solving this issue will take time and effort, but that the rewards 5 

will be generous, 6 

Keeping in mind that the Illicit Arms Trade funds terrorist groups like ISIL and the 7 

cartels in Mexico and South America, 8 

1. Calls upon the General Assembly to counter the Illicit Arms Trade by forming 9 

a sub-committee within the United Nations Office of Disarmament Affairs 10 

(UNODA) that helps combat the illicit arms trade by assisting willing nations 11 

with: 12 

a) Organize the anti-arms trade efforts, 13 

b) Location of suppliers, allowing the local authorities to arrest them, in 14 

addition to enforcing harsher penalties on them, 15 

c) Increased international transparency, allowing for information to be 16 

shared on the location of illegal weapons and international arms dealers, 17 

d) Gather intelligence through pre-existing surveillance systems and using it 18 

to locate any illicit weapon shipments and arms dealers, 19 

e) Attack the funding by finding the buyers and seizing the weapons, since 20 

the sale and resale of these weapons helps keep the arms trade alive; 21 

2. Requests that all nations afflicted by the arms trade help fund this committee 22 

by donating at least .01% of their GDP. 23 



1C-5 

Committee: Global Security 1C 
Subject: Terrorism 

Nation: France 
 

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1 

Viewing with appreciation the United Nations’ previous counter terrorism strategy 2 

and its pillars, 3 

Fully believing that terrorism can be ended with the concentrated efforts of all 4 

nations, 5 

Seeking to start small with stopping terrorism by focusing on counter radicalization 6 

strategies, 7 

1. Calls upon the nations of the General Assembly to increase international 8 

transparency by: 9 

a) Creating a committee, funded by members, where military and political 10 

leaders can discuss strategies between different nations to counter 11 

terrorism on the battlefield and at home, 12 

b) Recommending that nations share effective strategies and information on 13 

the locations of suspected terrorists between each other; 14 

2. Further resolves to stop the radicalization of refugees and to educate people 15 

about terrorism by: 16 

a) All refugees will be vetted by the United Nations before they can enter the 17 

nation at which they arrive, 18 

b) Making sure that refugees get equal opportunities in jobs and social 19 

groups as others by having employers to hire based on skill and not race, 20 

c) Keeping track of suspects and making sure they aren’t radicalized 21 

themselves or are radicalizing others, 22 

d) Teaching people through United Nations websites and such that refugees 23 

can be terrorists, but the odds are extremely slim and that they aren't the 24 

only source of terrorism; 25 

3. Trusts that all Nations will consider assisting in the anti-terrorism committee 26 

in any way possible since all are affected by terrorism in some way. 27 



1C-6 

Committee: Global Security 1C 
Subject: Terrorism 

Proposed by: The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland 
 

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1 

 2 

Guided by the fundamentals and regulations of the United Nations, 3 

Reiterating its strong disdain and condemnation of all forms of terrorism, 4 

Aware that nowadays, terrorist attacks in the UK are at an all-time high, 5 

Noting that the most significant threat to the UK overseas is Al Qa’ida and their 6 

affiliates, 7 

Recollecting that that the number of yearly terrorist incidences worldwide went up 8 

6,600 in 2006, 9 

Contented that the yearly amount of terrorist attacks went down by about 6,00 10 

from 2006 to 2009, 11 

Remembering with anguish that Northern Ireland was the fourth-most attacked 12 

territory in 2001, 13 

Terribly alarmed that according to a study, there was a 650% increase in fatal 14 

terror attacks on people in the world’s most developed nations in 2016, including 15 

Britain, 16 

Admires the fact that the study also shows a 10% decrease in terrorism in 2016, 17 

Informed of the fact that ISIS and Boko Haram were responsible for 51% of 18 

deaths from terrorist attacks in 2014, 19 

Further aware that poverty is one of the leading root causes of terrorism, 20 

Assuming that developed nations receive a larger profit from trade deals with 21 

underdeveloped countries which leads to greater poverty in terrorist-ridden 22 

developing nations, 23 

1. Calls Upon all State Members of the United Nations to firmly and resolutely 24 

condemn all forms of terrorism; 25 

2. Continues to make full use of the United Nations and their capabilities in 26 

resolving conflicts; 27 

3. Urges all Members to cooperate fully in the steps leading to countering 28 

terrorism; 29 



4. Encourages agencies such as the Counter-Terrorism Committee and its 30 

directive, the International Police Organization, and the United Nations Office 31 

on Drugs and Crime to promote relevant anti-terrorist organizations, in order 32 

to strengthen counter-terrorism operations; 33 

5. Promotes the Office for Security and Counter-Terrorism which works to 34 

counter the threats of terrorism by funding additionally for them; 35 

6. Requests that the United Nations invest in economic growth and education, 36 

which allows developing nations to become more wealthy; 37 

7. Suggests that the United Nations document trade deals between developed 38 

and underdeveloped nations to show the profit received by both; 39 

8. Invites the United Nations to advance their coordination in the response to 40 

terrorist attacks by allowing existing agency to be reviewed and improved, 41 

to better the capability of assistance in response to attacks; 42 

9. Encourages Member States to consider donating reasonable contributions 43 

spontaneously, to the United Nations counter-terrorism committees and 44 

projects, and further encourages the United Nations to reach out to the 45 

donors to make donations easier; 46 

10. Advises the World Health Organizations to enhance their specialized 47 

services in order to help improve the public health systems of States, 48 

therefore States can react and prepare more efficiently to biologic attacks 49 

from terrorists. 50 



1C-7 

Committee: Global Security 1C 
Subject: Border Security  

Presented by: Senegal  
 

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1 

Recognizing that to be able to examine this issue with the most socially 2 

responsible tone possible, it is imperative that we look at the history of refugees in 3 

the Middle East and Africa, 4 

Reaffirming that this issue is not one that is new as we have been witnessing mass 5 

movement of Middle Eastern and European refugees since WWII,  6 

Noting Further that June 2016, the United Nations released a statement saying 7 

that more than 50 million people have been seeking asylum from countries torn 8 

apart by civil war which is most often the work of terrorist organizations such as 9 

ISIS,  10 

Fully aware that with the excess of citizens coming in, it is very difficult to keep 11 

track of illegal immigrants or those unable to attain the correct paperwork,  12 

Keeping in mind that in 2013, the United Nations designed a special task called the 13 

UNCCT (United Nations Counter Terrorism Centre), a team that has drafted many 14 

relevant resolutions and laws surrounding many issues including border security,  15 

Stresses that to continue the effort in downsizing the problem of border security in 16 

every nation across the globe, the United Nations must commit to the following:  17 

1. Further proclaims it is the United Nations’ best interest to continue to fund 18 

the UNCCT force;  19 

2. Affirms the need to connect it to the military and governmental forces in 20 

countries in need of support;  21 

3. Expresses that Senegal is said to be one of the major forces fighting against 22 

extremist Islamic terrorism and being a country of strong weapon security 23 

already has provided Senegal a good standing in these battles;  24 

4. Recommends a more extreme and regimented examining of those entering a 25 

country, as well as a tolerance of those who are in significant danger or in 26 

areas of crisis.  27 



1C-8 

Committee: Global Security 1C 
Subject: Law of the Sea  

Proposed by: Senegal  
 

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY,  1 

Alarmed by the fact though most borders are decided when dividing land, there 2 

becomes a separate issue when deciding the national placement of Islands,  3 

Acknowledging that there is currently large disagreements taking place over the 4 

legal rights of coasts and isles around South China Sea and there are many 5 

countries involved such as Kenya, China, Philippines, and Somalia,  6 

Reaffirming that all of these countries have claimed ancestral rights to the island 7 

chains but it is near impossible to prove these that these are factual as most of 8 

them seem to involve a large amount of nationalistic propaganda,  9 

Taking note that as of 2016, China has begun pushing themselves into a position 10 

of power by claiming 2,000 acres of new land and is not accepting any of the 11 

previous conflict entireties,  12 

Recognizing that the United Nations has been trying its best to resolve these 13 

conflicts, without any military powers, because there is very little that the United 14 

Nations can do to prevent China’s unwillingness to comply, 15 

Viewing with appreciation that the United Nations approved the United Nation 16 

Convention of the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) during the third United Nations 17 

assembly, 18 

Stresses that though the United Nations hopes to make a difference in the South 19 

Asian Sea conflict, they can do minor things such as:  20 

1. Confirms that the UNCLOS clearly defines the rights and responsibilities of 21 

the nations within their oceans as well as establishing agreements for 22 

business; 23 

2. Takes note that Senegal is not particularly involved in this particular conflict 24 

but, being a country with several maritime treaties with surrounding 25 

countries, it is important that the political climate of oceanic laws stay 26 

relatively stable; 27 

3. Encourages the opinion that other than taking lawful and intellectual actions, 28 

there is little that the United Nations itself can accomplish by getting 29 

involved which will hopefully allow all of these countries space to reconsider 30 

their military positions.  31 



1C-9 

Committee: Global Security 1C 
Subject: Illicit Arms Trade  

Presented by: Senegal  
 

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1 

Declaring that the phenomenon of arms trafficking is seen most heavily in 2 

countries or areas with armed conflict and violence and is often the cause of 3 

escalating violent forces,  4 

Noting that this has become an increasingly difficult problem because most 5 

weapon trading is going on with private entities that are providing very small 6 

amounts of weapons indiscreetly over a long amount of time with increasing 7 

shipments mostly seen in Mexico, America, Africa, and the Middle East,  8 

Deeply disturbed that this trade affects and intentionally corrupts government 9 

agencies as well as promotes the cycle of severe poverty, especially in African 10 

nations,  11 

Regretting that though many African countries like Senegal and Liberia have 12 

committed themselves to the distinction of illicit arms trade, the governments 13 

themselves lack the funds to enforce the laws and regulations that are set in 14 

place,  15 

Noting with concern that in 2016, there was about $100 billion overall in the small 16 

arms trade as well as the trade being linked to 3,783 deaths and is often linked to 17 

the growth of terrorist organizations,  18 

Stresses that the United Nations has addressed this problem many times in the 19 

past years but until a country and all of its counterparts decide to participate in 20 

the same way, there are few ways to defuse illegal trade of weapons, which 21 

include:  22 

1. Draws attention to the UNODA (United Nations Office for Disarmament 23 

Affairs) that would deal with the slow but steady destruction of the trading 24 

network; 25 

2. Emphasizes that in very recent years, Senegal has made very sufficient and 26 

aggressive reform to the laws around owning and possessing weapons; 27 

3. Strongly Supports  a serious improvement in the vetting of gun owners and 28 

hopes to find it is followed by an international effort to make a safer and 29 

more lawful world. 30 



1C-10 

Committee: Global Security 1C 
Subject: Terrorism 

Proposed By: The Russian Federation 
 

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1 

Urging the cooperation of nations to unite against terrorism, 2 

Emphasizes the inhumane loss of innocent lives affected by terrorist acts, 3 

Stressing the importance of anti-terrorist efforts in wake of the assassination of 4 

the Russian Ambassador, 5 

Reminding United Nations representatives of the successes of the Terrorist 6 

Surveillance Program (also known as PRISM) in exposing and intervening plots like 7 

David Headley’s planned attack on a Danish Newspaper, with the help of the NSA, 8 

1. Requests the censoring of online terrorist communication to prevent 9 

communication between terrorist leaders and groups, glorifying violence, 10 

and plotting for future attacks; 11 

2. Encourages the expansion of liberties for programs like PRISM, so, with the 12 

help of government organizations like the NSA, they can have the power to 13 

intervene and prevent terrorism globally; 14 

a. This includes: the establishment of increased airport and travel security, 15 

in order to prevent the spread and limit the modes of terrorist acts, the 16 

aforementioned censorship programs, and allow further investigation of 17 

databases and other communication information; 18 

3. Condemns the deliberate continuation of destructive weaponry by terrorist 19 

organizations. 20 



1C-11 

Committee: Global Security 1C 
 Subject: Terrorism  

Proposed By: The Russian Federation  
 1 

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY,  2 

Noting the number of terrorist attacks worldwide decreased by 13% in 2015, but 3 

the average number of deaths per attack increased that year,  4 

Bearing in mind the surprising success of Operation Entebbe, a counter terrorist 5. 5 

hostage-rescue operation carried out by Israeli commandos which heavily 6 

depended on the assistance of Kenya,  7 

1. Condemns member states actively or passively supporting terrorist activities 8 

or  cells;  9 

2. Urges member states to share relevant intel with other member states 10 

regarding terrorist activity or location in the said member states country;  11 

3. Calls Upon the United Nations to create a sub-committee to oversee the 12 

creation and administration of an encrypted database containing the 13 

information shared as per the previous clause;  14 

a) The database will be shared with all signatory nation not currently 15 

involved in sponsoring terrorism of any form in any way,  16 

b) All signatory nations must give information to the compilation as detailed 17 

in operational clause 1. 18 



1C-12 

Committee: Global Security 1C 
Subject: Border Security 

Proposed by: Pakistan  
 

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY,  1 

Alarmed by the lack of security ands the inability for the people to take initiative to 2 

do what's best for their country, 3 

Emphasizing the fact that there have been other countries with problems similar to 4 

what is happening in Pakistan,  5 

Deeply convinced by the lack of infrastructure at the border there needs to be 6 

actions that face this problem. 7 

1. Accepts  the ideas already given by the United Nations to combat the border 8 

issue;  9 

2. Approving building more infrastructure to keep the sides equal and so there 10 

is a lesser need for their to be more police officers out there instead of in the 11 

town; 12 

3. Contemplating creating more stations for officers which would not only 13 

provide more jobs but also protecting the Pakistani side;  14 

4. Requests that the people of both nations are able to see the internal and 15 

external problems, and take it upon themselves to fix the communities;  16 

5. Reaffirms concepts from other nations about their own borders and applies 17 

them to the issues that we are facing.  18 



1C-13 

Committee: Global Security 1C 
Subject: Terrorism  

Proposed by: Senegal  
 

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1 

Deeply Conscious that the issue of terrorism is in the forefront of the public eye in 2 

the current global political climate with easier accessibility due to social media 3 

outlets,  4 

Emphasizing that the word is often misused, the actual definition of terrorism is, 5 

"the unlawful use of violence and intimidation, especially against civilians, in the 6 

pursuit of political aims",  7 

Fully aware that the largest and oldest terrorist groups from the Northern African 8 

area are known by the names of ISIS (Islamic State of Iraq or Syria; sometimes 9 

known as ISIL), Al Shabaab, and Boko Haram,  10 

Regretting that the first international terror incident with a large, organized 11 

terrorist group was the assassination of American US Deputy Chief of Mission, 12 

George Curtis Moore, and a Belgian diplomat, Guy Eid IN Sudan by Black 13 

September, a Pakistani group, in 1973, 14 

Deeply concerned that these terror groups are an increasing issue in Northern 15 

African countries, 16 

Observing that water shortages, overpopulation, and a large population of 17 

impoverished peoples has led to a stumbling economy which has allowed for a 18 

serious increase in violence, bias media coverage, and political corruption from 19 

terrorist groups, 20 

Taking note that after September 11th, the United Nations began the CTC 21 

(Counter-Terrorism Committee) as well as the CTITF (Counter-Terrorism 22 

Implementation Task Force) which was designed as a council that would ensure 23 

the implementation of four major points of counter terrorism,  24 

Stresses the continuation of United Nations efforts within the CTC and CTITF with 25 

some simple suggestions such as: utilizing civilians within the countries heavily 26 

affected,  27 

1. Accepts the serious risk of civilian deaths and injuries without correct or 28 

rational implementation;  29 

2. Condemns the use of Western forces to directly extract terrorist forces from 30 

terror heavy countries;  31 

3. Suggests the implementation of limited air strikes, the Sunni tribes, and the 32 

Free Syrian Army;  33 



4. Emphasizes that in January of 2016, Senegal cracked down on terrorism by 34 

arresting more than 500 people with links to terrorist groups;  35 

5. Expressing a conviction to eradicate the malicious terror groups as well as 36 

imprison any individuals involved in terrible hate crimes as they are in  full 37 

power within the middle east and Africa.   38 



1C-14 

Committee: Global Security 1C 
Subject: Preventing North Korea from utilizing nuclear weapons as a form of terrorism 

Proposed By: South Korea 
 

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1 

Alarmed by the recent nuclear testing conducted by Democratic People’s Republic 2 

of Korea, 3 

Emphasizing leader Kim Jong-un’s refusal to cooperate with the United Nations in 4 

an effort to establish peaceful relations, 5 

Contemplating the United Nation’s enforcement of an established cap on coal 6 

exports from North Korea on November 30th, 2016 7 

1. Condemns the illegal testing of nuclear weapons in North Korea as it 8 

threatens the safety and security of neighboring nations; 9 

2. Recommends further consideration of economic sanctions as a deterrent for 10 

nuclear testing; 11 

a) Economic sanctions may have dire effects on North Korea’s economy, 12 

prompting a sharp increase in immigration to South Korea, 13 

b) Negative economic effects can provoke Kim Jong-un into selling nuclear 14 

technology to terrorist groups, 15 

c) Kim Jong-un’s funding of nuclear programs at the expense of North 16 

Korea’s already struggling economy indicates that economic sanctions, 17 

which impact citizens the most, may not impede his nuclear weapon 18 

efforts; 19 

3. Encourages countries to cooperate and engage in civil discourse surrounding 20 

the threat of North Korea’s nuclear program; 21 

4. Urges countries to exercise diplomacy with North Korea rather than resorting 22 

to economic sanctions; 23 

5. Calls upon countries supporting North Korea financially to engage in civil 24 

discourse with Kim Jong-un. 25 



1C-15 

Committee: Global Security 1C 
Subject: Terrorism 

Proposed by: Panama 
 

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1 

Fully aware of the Al Qaeda attacks on the twin towers in the United States of 2 

America on September 11, 2001, 3 

Noting with concern the explosions on four trains in Madrid, Spain on March 11, 4 

2004, 5 

Being convinced that there will be more, and possibly worse, terrorist attacks like 6 

we have already seen time and time again, 7 

Guided by the United Nations Global Counter-Terrorism Strategy adopted by the 8 

General Assembly on July 1, 2016, 9 

Noting with approval the Anti-Terrorism resolution passed in September, 2014, 10 

Expressing in appreciation the attempts of many different countries to combat 11 

terrorism, 12 

1. Authorizes the creation of the Anti-Terrorism System (ATS); 13 

2. Calls upon countries around the world to attempt to cut off funds for 14 

terrorists and monitor any terrorist threats as best as possible; 15 

3. Authorizes sudden searches of any person or persons suspected of being a 16 

terrorist in any way; 17 

4. Urges countries to create a safe haven for places that have elevated rates of 18 

terrorism; 19 

5. Recommends police forces to monitor any purchases of items used to create 20 

bombs; 21 

6. Further recommends thorough checks on any company capable of selling 22 

guns and monitoring persons that purchase any kind of weapon.  23 



1C-16 

Committee: Global Security 1C 
Subject: Terrorism 

Proposed by: Laos 
 

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1 

Aware of the tragic events happening all around the world such as ISIS, North 2 

Korea, and etc.,  3 

Deeply concerned with North Korea and some other terrorist organizations trying 4 

to gain nuclear weapons and chemical weapons, 5 

Aware that no countries in this world can be safe from terrorist organizations or 6 

from individual because even Laos were terrorized before, 7 

Aware of United Nations Global Counter Terrorism Strategy which prevents and 8 

combats terrorism, 9 

Being convinced that we need new plans that can stop terrorist organizations 10 

advertising with their SNS, 11 

Observing United Nations Global Counter Terrorism Strategy is not working 12 

effectively against current terrorist organizations since they do not stop, 13 

Declaring everyone’s right counting people from undeveloped countries to live a 14 

happy and safe life from terrorism, 15 

Expressing in appreciation worldwide efforts to provide new world that has no 16 

terrorism to our people. 17 

1. Recommends financial help from developed countries to undeveloped 18 

countries to gain safety system; 19 

2. Recommends every nations to use some of their budget for their safety from 20 

terrorist attack; 21 

3. Recommends every nations to do advertisement for no terrorist actions to 22 

make sure people does not know how serious the problem is; 23 

4. Urges every nations to teach their students not to do terrorist actions so they 24 

will be educated even from the young age; 25 

5. Further recommends major SNS companies to stop terrorist organizations 26 

from using SNS which advertise themselves; 27 

6. Authorize more bombing to defeat terrorist organizations once in for all; 28 

7. Authorize chemical weapons if terrorist organizations uses it first.29 



1C-17 

Committee: Global Security 1C 
Subject: Law of the Sea 

Proposed by: Laos 
 

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1 

Aware of the conflicts between nations to gain more lands by arguing for 2 

ownership of islands, 3 

Deeply concerned that this can lead to larger conflicts between nations, 4 

Deeply concerned that law of the sea can be used for benefit for just few 5 

countries, 6 

Aware of the conflicts between South Korea and Japan; China, Japan, Philippines 7 

and many other East Asian countries are having conflicts over some islands and 8 

sea, 9 

Aware that South Korea is having ownership of Dokdo and China having ownership 10 

of South China Sea, 11 

Declaring that country who currently has an ownership should own the land to 12 

decrease the confusion, 13 

Aware that UNCLOS said that nations should negotiate with each other to solve the 14 

conflict. 15 

1. Urge nations who has current ownership of land to own the land to make less 16 

confusion; 17 

2. Recommend change in Law of the Sea as it is outdated; 18 

3. Recommend countries to accept the result without any kind of political 19 

revenge; 20 

4. Recommend UNCLOS to re-announce their new changed policy and re-claim 21 

owners of lands that are currently in conflict. 22 



1C-18 

Committee: Global Security 1C 
Subject: Terrorism 

Proposed by: Djibouti 
 

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1 

Acknowledging that the large supply of arms – an estimated 875 million guns 2 

according to the AOAV – eases access to weaponry by terrorist groups, hence 3 

increasing terrorism, 4 

Emphasizing the urgency of gun control laws and appropriate counterterrorist 5 

efforts, 6 

Noting the significance of arms trade regulation in terms of preventing terrorism, 7 

Recognizing the basic human right to live, to be free, and to feel safe according to 8 

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 9 

Declaring that the current state of international terrorism is not tolerable, 10 

1. Encourages higher education in developing nations in order to encourage 11 

diplomacy versus violence; 12 

2. Criticizes excessive military budgets; 13 

3. Advises a target allocation of 2.1% of national GDP on defense and military 14 

expenditure in order to meet NATO requirements; 15 

4. Recommends a prompt implementation of gun control legislation and 16 

background checks with the aid of the UNODA; 17 

5. Encourages members of the United Nations to sign and ratify the Arms Trade 18 

Treaty; 19 

6. Requests that measures be taken to reduce arm manufacturing and trade; 20 

7. Calls for collaboration of nations to collectively combat terrorism; 21 

8. Decides to remain actively seized of the matter. 22 



1C-19 

Committee: Global Security 1C 
Subject: Border Security  

Proposed by: Kingdom of Cambodia 
 

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1 

Aware of the invasions throughout the world, 2 

Noticing the immigration has become one of the main issues, 3 

Fully believing that developing countries should be responsible for their actions on 4 

gaining resources, 5 

1. Encourages the United Nations to pay more attention on the invasion 6 

problems; 7 

2. Urges the United Nation to review the law for immigration; 8 

3. Suggests the United Nation to take care of the residents from the behind 9 

countries; 10 

4. Condemns the countries which invade others; 11 

5. Begin the plans to prevent countries to face more immigrate problems. 12 



1C-20 

Committee: Global Security 
Subject: Border Security 

Proposed By: The Islamic Republic of Pakistan 
  

THE GLOBAL SECURITY COMMITTEE, 1 

Recognizing that Pakistan already must attend to over 1.4 million Internally 2 

Displaced Peoples, 3 

Noting that currently there are over 1.5 million registered Afghan immigrants, 4 

Taking into account an estimated 1 million undocumented Afghan immigrants and 5 

over 2.5 million refugees in Pakistan, 6 

Deeply disturbed by the fact that the United States and Coalition forces have 7 

forced the Taliban to redouble their efforts in Afghan villages forcing millions to 8 

flee to neighboring Pakistan,  9 

Deplores the fact that Taliban conflicts have made Pakistani border regions 10 

treacherous and unsafe for all, 11 

Noting with approval that the United Nations has been very helpful in reversing 12 

some of the overflow of refugees, assisting Pakistan in repatriating over 3.8 million 13 

Afghan refugees, 14 

1. Calls for an end to the conflict between the Taliban and the United States 15 

and Coalition forces; 16 

2. Encourages nations to stop this injustice by raising international awareness; 17 

3. Requests further support from throughout the world by: 18 

a) Creating more shelters and programs to help protect and repatriate those 19 

who have been displaced, 20 

b) Working cooperatively amongst each other, as nations to quell the Afghan 21 

conflict 22 

4. Further invites developed and developing nations to work agreeably with one 23 

another, along with other international organizations to help put a stop to 24 

the displacement of both Afghans and Pakistanis due to compromised border 25 

security. 26 



1C-21 

Global Security 

Topic: Terrorism 

Proposed by: The Republic of Panama 

 

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1 

1. Aware of the persistent and dangerous problem of terrorism. 2 

2. Urges countries in the United Nations to increase counterterrorism spending. 3 

3. Strongly Encourages nations to establish a “terrorism awareness” in order to 4 

educate the world's youth on the issue.  5 

4. Further Encourages the adoption of technology that allows access to the personal 6 

telephones, computers, televisions, etc. of high risk citizens in order to maintain 7 

the protection of all citizens 8 

5. Recommends countries detain those suspected of a terrorist attack in separate 9 

facilitates to prevent the growing of radical ideology 10 

6. Authorizes all countries to have a separate task force in order to combat terrorism 11 

7. Calls upon all countries to monitor social media activity to see who regularly 12 

checks sites with extremist ideology 13 



1C-22 

Committee: Global Security 
Subject: Human Trafficking  

Country: Zimbabwe 
  

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1 

Acknowledging that each person is permitted basic human rights, for millions of 2 

people these rights are not fulfilled, 3 

Understanding that between 2 and 4 million people are trafficked every year, 4 

Considering that organizations, such as the Human Rights Watch, are trying to 5 

raise awareness, 6 

Extremely Concerned that developed nations serve as destination spots for the 7 

people who are trafficked, 8 

Taking note that the UN has established protocols, such as the UN TIP Protocol, 9 

which helps to prevent trafficking, protect victims, and promote anti-trafficking, 10 

1. Encourages destination nations to put a stop to the demand for victims, 11 

ultimately helping to reduce the supply; 12 

2. Urges multinational corporations to pledge to prevent forced labor and set up 13 

minimal labor standards; 14 

3. Considers creating the program UN.FAT (United Nations Fight Against 15 

Trafficking) by 2012; 16 

4. Requests further support from throughout the world by: 17 

a) Making more opportunities to help those who have been sexually 18 

trafficked 19 

b) Being able to work well together as both countries and nations 20 

c) Promoting the destruction of human trafficking and educating on its flaws 21 

5. Welcomes both developed and underdeveloped countries to work with one 22 

another in order to solve the issue at hand, so together as nations we can 23 

stop to human trafficking. 24 


